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PART I. WORKS BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE

(Arranged chronologically.)

A. IMAGINATIVE WORKS: FICTION AND POETRY

1. Longer Fiction: Novels and Short Novels


Idolatry: A Romance. 2 vols. London: King, 1874; Boston: Os­good, 1874.


*The reader should note the following omissions in this bibliography. Part I: Newspaper stories, columns, reviews; serial publication of novels; translations and adaptations; unpublished manuscript fiction, poetry, articles, letters. Part II: Reviews (with several exceptions); works by members of the Hawthorne family; works on the family (with one exception); incidental allusions to Hawthorne's life and writings in books of literary criticism, history, or biography; summaries of his life and work in all standard works of reference (except the Dictionary of American Biography).
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